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THE DIHEDRAL HIDDEN SUBGROUP PROBLEM

IMIN CHEN AND DAVID SUN

Abstract. We give an overview of the dihedral hidden subgroup problem (DHSP) as ap-
proached by the ‘standard’ hidden subgroup quantum algorithm for finite groups, high-
lighting the obstructions for strong Fourier sampling to succeed, and summarizing known
approaches and results.

We then prove a number of no-go results for the dihedral coset problem (DCP), motivated
by a connection between DCP and cloning of quantum states.
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1. Introduction

Let G be a finite group and H a hidden subgroup of G. A function f : G → C which
is constant on left H-cosets and takes distinct values on distinct left H-cosets is called a
separating function for the subgroup H .

The hidden subgroup problem (HSP) is the problem of finding generators for the hidden
subgroup H , given access to evaluations of a separating function f for H . This problem can
be solved in polynomial time using a quantum computer when G is an abelian group and
has been extensively studied for many classes of finite groups [15] [12] [13].

Many problems can be cast in terms of the HSP. For instance, Shor’s integer factorization
algorithm can be described in terms of the HSP for cyclic groups [15] [23]. A polynomial
time quantum algorithm for solving the hidden subgroup problem on dihedral groups would
imply a polynomial time quantum algorithm to solve certain hard lattice problems which
are considered intractable using classical computers [21]. Another example is the HSP on
the symmetric group which can be used to solve the graph isomorphism problem [2] [4] [10]
[11].

Though the dihedral group is one of the simplest non-abelian groups, from the point of view
of the HSP, it has remained a difficult case. A survey of known results about the HSP for
dihedral groups can be found in [16] [13] [1], where we note that the best known quantum
algorithms are currently subexponential [17] [22] [18].

The latter subexponential algorithms have applications to constructing isogenies between
elliptic curves over finite fields [6] [3]. In [5], it is shown that the learning with errors
problem (LWE) is quantum polynomial time equivalent to an extrapolated version of the
dihedral coset problem. Both the problem of constructing isogenies between supersingular
elliptic curves and LWE form the basis for many proposed post-quantum key exchanges,
therefore the quantum hardness of the HSP for groups like the dihedral group becomes a
critical question.

In this paper, we review the standard HSP algorithm as it applies to the dihedral groups DN

and detail the obstructions for this algorithm to succeed in this case. On the other hand,
we explain how the standard HSP algorithm yields the polynomial query complexity result
of [7]. We also describe other approaches to the HSP for dihedral groups, such as optimal
measurements and its relations to the subset sum problem.

We then prove a number of no-go theorems for the dihedral coset problem (DCP). The
results yield an upper bound on the success parameter of any quantum algorithm which
uses a unitary operation and then one measurement to determine the parameter a with
bounded probability. This can be viewed as giving a non-trivial upper bound on the success
probability of the optimal measurement using m coset samples to solve DCP in the case
when the density ν = m/ log2N ≥ 1 and the order of the dihedral group is 2N .

In the last section, we describe a connection between DCP and cloning of quantum states
which helped motivate the proofs of the no-go results for DCP.
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3. The QFT for finite groups

Let G be a finite group and Ĝ denote a complete set of representatives for the isomorphism
classes of irreducible representations of G over C. For a representation ρ ∈ Ĝ, let dρ be the
dimension of ρ. Recall the Quantum Fourier Transform (QFT) on G is defined as the linear
transformation

FG : V → V̂(3.1)

FG :=
∑

g∈G

∑

ρ∈Ĝ

dρ
∑

i,j=1

√

dρ
|G|ρ(g)i,j|ρ, i, j〉〈g|,

where V is the C-vector space generated by |g〉, g ∈ G and V̂ is the C-vector space generated

by |ρ, i, j〉, ρ ∈ Ĝ, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ dρ. Picking an isomorphism V ∼= V̂ , it is a unitary operator
which can be efficiently approximated using quantum circuits for many finite groups: [14]
(abelian), [11] (meta-cyclic), [2] (symmetric group).

3.1. The cyclic group case. Suppose G = CN
∼= Z/NZ the cyclic group of order N . There

are N irreducible representations which are 1-dimensional and given by

Z/NZ → C×

t 7→ ζ tN .

where ζN is a choice of Nth root of unity.

3.2. The dihedral group case. Suppose G = DN is the dihedral group of order 2n, which
can be presented as

DN = 〈x, y : xn = e, y2 = e, yxy−1 = x−1〉.

If n is even, there are four 1-dimensional representations given by

(3.2) φu,v : x 7→ (−1)u, y 7→ (−1)v

where u, v ∈ Z/2Z. These are pull backs of the four 1-dimensional representations of
DN/〈x2〉 ∼= C2 × C2 under the quotient homomorphism DN → DN/〈x2〉, where Cm de-
notes the cyclic group of order m.

If n is odd, there are two 1-dimensional representations given by φ0,v where v ∈ Z/2Z. These
are pull backs of the two 1-dimensional representations of DN/〈x〉 ∼= C2 under the quotient
homomorphism DN → DN/〈x〉.
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There are ⌊n−1
2
⌋ irreducible representations of dimension 2 given by

ρk : DN → GL2(C)(3.3)

x 7→
(

ωk
N 0
0 ω−k

N

)

y 7→
(

0 1
1 0

)

for 0 < k < n
2
, where ωN = e2πi/n. These are the induction of the representation ψk : Cn →

C× given by ψk(x) = ωk
N from Cn to DN .

The representations φu,v and ρk form the complete list of irreducible representations of DN

up to isomorphism.

4. The standard HSP algorithm

In the standard algorithm for finding hidden subgroups from a separating function, we
perform the following steps:

We form the state

(4.1)

√

1

|G|
∑

g∈G
|g〉|f(g)〉,

where f : G→ C is the given separating function.

This can be achieved by starting with the state |eG〉|0〉, where eG is the identity element of
G, then performing the following computations:

|eG〉|0〉 7→
√

1

|G|
∑

g∈G
|g〉|0〉 Apply the QFT over G↔ Z/|G|Z, eG ↔ 0 to first register.

(4.2)

7→
√

1

|G|
∑

g∈G
|g〉|f(g)〉 Compute f into second register.(4.3)

Measuring the second register and discarding it, we obtain a state of the form

(4.4)

√

1

|H|
∑

h∈H
|ch〉.

We apply the QFT to the above state to obtain

(4.5)
∑

ρ∈Ĝ

√

dρ
|G||H|

dρ
∑

i,j=1

∑

h∈H
ρ(ch)i,j |ρ, i, j〉.

In the case of G being an abelian group, measuring ρ gives sufficient information to determine
H efficiently after running this process repeatedly and using post-processing [15].
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4.1. The cyclic group case. Fix an integer N > 1. Let X be a finite set, and G :=
(Z/NZ,+). Suppose that we have a function f : G→ X which separates a subgroup H ⊂ G
where H = 〈d〉. Let M := #H . Assume that we have a quantum machine capable of
computing the unitary transformation on two registers Uf : |x〉|y〉 → |x〉|f(x) ⊕ y〉 (recall
that we can take |x〉|y〉 as |x〉 ⊗ |y〉).

Suppose we do not know M , d nor H and we only know G and have a machine computing
f . We want to determine a generating set for H , calling the ”black-box” function f as few
times as possible.

Let FN be the QFT for the cyclic group G. Explicitly, this is an operator on a register with
n ≥ log2N qubits given by

FN :=
1√
N

N−1
∑

j,k=0

exp

(

2πijk

N

)

|k〉〈j|.

The FN is unitary transformation. If we let ω := exp
(

2πi
N

)

be the primitive N -th root of
unity, then

FN =
1√
N













1 1 1 · · · 1
1 ω ω2 · · · ωN−1

1 ω2 ω4 · · · ω2(N−1)

...
...

...
...

1 ωN−1 ω2(N−1) · · · ω(N−1)(N−1)













.

One can check that FN · F ∗
N = IN where IN is the N ×N identity matrix.

We map G = {0, 1, ..., N − 1} onto the basis of the quantum state {|0〉, |1〉, ..., |N − 1〉}.
Suppose the hidden subgroup is given by H = {|0〉, |d〉, |2d〉, ..., |(M − 1)d〉}.

Computing on two registers:

|0〉|0〉 FN on 1st−−−−−→ 1√
N

N−1
∑

j=0

|j〉|0〉

apply f−−−−→ 1√
N

N−1
∑

j=0

|j〉|f(j)〉.

Note that we put |f(j)〉 inside the sum since tensor product is distributive. Measuring in
|f(j0)〉 on the second register for some 0 ≤ j0 ≤ N −1 collapses our state, leaving only those
values g ∈ G such that f(g) = f(j0) in the first register. Since f separates cosets of H we
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get (for simplicity, we now drop our second register which remains |f(j0)〉):

measure−−−−→ 1√
M

∑

h∈H
|j0 + h〉 = 1√

M

M−1
∑

s=0

|j0 + sd〉

apply FN−−−−−→ 1√
M

M−1
∑

s=0

1√
N

N−1
∑

k=0

exp

(

2πi(j0 + sd)k

N

)

|k〉

=
1√
MN

N−1
∑

k=0

exp

(

2πij0k

N

)

|k〉
M−1
∑

s=0

exp

(

2πisdk

N

)

=
1√
d

d−1
∑

t=0

exp

(

2πij0tM

N

)

|tM〉,

using the fact that

M−1
∑

s=0

exp

(

2πisdk

N

)

=

M−1
∑

s=0

exp

(

2πik

M

)s

=

{

0, if M ∤ k,

M, if M | k

for 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 and that M
N

= 1
d
.

Now measurement at this point gives a multiple of M in {0,M, ..., (d− 1)M} with uniform
probability. We repeat this whole process many times to obtain a collection of multiples of
M and take the GCD to obtain M with high probability.

To estimate how many trials m ≥ 2 we need, suppose we have t1, ..., tm ∈ {0, 1, ..., d − 1}.
We want to estimate the probability that gcd(t1, ..., tm) = 1, in particular we have the lower
bound

(4.6) P(gcd(t1, ..., tm) = 1) ≥ ζ(m)−1 +O(log d/d),

where ζ(s) is the Riemann zeta function by [20]. Thus a few runs of this algorithm determines
H with high probability for any N and ‘most’ d.

Lemma 4.7. We have that
ζ(m)−1 > 1− 3 · 2−m.

for every m ≥ 2.

Proof. We first recall that

ζ(s) =
∞
∑

n=1

n−s and ζ(s)−1 =
∞
∑

n=1

µ(n)

ns
.

for real s ≥ 2 where µ is the Möbius function. Then

1− ζ(s)−1

2−s
=
∑

n≥2

−µ(n)
(n/2)s

≤
∑

n≥2

1

(n/2)2

= 4(ζ(2)− 1) < 3.
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We may therefore view the standard algorithm for HSP on the cyclic group G as producing
a quantum state of the form

(4.8)
∑

t1,...,tm

αt1,...,tm |t1M〉 . . . |tmM〉

We may compute the greatest common divisor of the above registers into a blank register:
(4.9)

∑

t1,...,tm

αt1,...,tm |t1M〉 . . . |tmM〉|0〉 7→
∑

t1,...,tm

αt1,...,tm |t1M〉 . . . |tmM〉| gcd(t1M, . . . tmM)〉.

Thus, the standard HSP algorithm for G can be viewed as a unitary operation of the form:

(4.10) |A〉|ψ1
d〉 · · · |ψm

d 〉|0〉 7→
∑

e

|Σe〉|N/e〉 7→
∑

e

|Σe〉|e〉,

satisfying

|Σd|2 ≥ λ(m, d),

for every m. We remark the second map sending e 7→ N/e in the last register is unitary (if
e ∤ N , the map leaves e alone).

Remark 4.11. Assume for any guess for d, there is a quantum circuit which can decide if d is
correct. For a fixedm, we can improve the success probability above by the following method.
Let us instead consider the probability of achieving a multiple kM of M for 1 ≤ k ≤ C for
some C ∈ N. For the given guess of M and hence for d, we can check if it is the correct
value, and if not, adjust it to the correct value because we know the true value is d/k for
some 1 ≤ k ≤ C and d/k being an integer. This increases the success parameter for a fixed
number of samples m ≥ 2. For instance, if m = 2 and C = 10, then the success parameter
improves from ≈ 0.6079 to ≈ 0.9892.

The above example motivates the next definition.

Definition 4.12. Let Id = {|ψd〉} a collection of possible input states with length N and
depending on a parameter d. The problem of determining d from a list of m samples in Id

is unitarily solvable with success parameter λ(m, d) if there is a unitary operator which has
the effect

(4.13) |A〉|ψ1
d〉 · · · |ψm

d 〉|0〉 7→ |Σd(ψd)〉|d〉+
∑

e 6=d

|Σe(ψd)〉|e〉,

where

|Σd(ψd)|2 ≥ λ(m, d),

for every m and d.

We may view (4.13) as computing a main term

(4.14) |Σd(ψd)〉|d〉
7



with error term

(4.15)
∑

e 6=d

|Σe(ψd)〉|e〉.

The next theorem is stated for completeness and for later comparison to the case of DCP.
It summarizes the well-known standard algorithm for HSP on a finite cyclic group in terms
of the definitions above.

Theorem 4.16. The problem of determining a generator for a hidden subgroup of a finite
cyclic group, given a list of m HSP coset samples, is unitarily solvable with success parameter
ζ(m)−1 +O(log d/d) where ζ(s) is the Riemann zeta function.

Remark 4.17. HereM = N/d, so we may view the standard quantum algorithm as producing
uniform samples in H⊥ = 〈d〉⊥ = 〈N/d〉. For a general abelian group G, the uniform samples
in H⊥ from the standard quantum algorithm are used to determine H using a classical
probabilistic algorithm.

4.2. The dihedral group case. In [7], it is shown that the hidden subgroup problem for
G = DN for a general subgroup H is reduced to the case of a single reflection subgroup
H = Ha.

For H = Ha = 〈yxa〉, the probability of obtaining |ρ, i, j〉 is 1
|G| when dρ = 2, which does not

allow one to distinguish the groups Ha. Explicitly, in the complex basis (3.3):

If ρ = ρk, then

∑

h∈H
ρ(xαh) =

(

ωαk
N ω

−(a−α)k
N

ω
(a−α)k
N ω−αk

N

)

(4.18)

∑

h∈H
ρ(yxαh) =

(

ω
(a−α)k
N ω−αk

N

ωαk
N ω

−(a−α)k
N

)

.(4.19)

If ρ = φu,v, then
∑

h∈H
ρ(xαh) = (−1)αu + (−1)v+(a−α)u(4.20)

= (−1)αu(−1 + (−1)v+au)
∑

h∈H
ρ(yxαh) = (−1)(a−α)u + (−1)v+αu(4.21)

= (−1)(a−α)u(−1 + (−1)v+au).

If one changes to the real basis, we get a probability distribution dependent on a, but it is
very flat, making it hard to distinguish the subgroups Ha.

More generally, in order for the QFT to be an unitary operator, we require that ρk(g) be
unitary for every k and g ∈ DN =⇒ |ρk(g)i,j| ≤ 1 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2. In particular, for any

8



set of 2-dimensional irreducible representations ρk, we have that

P(ρk, i, j) =
1

n
|(ρk(cyxa) + ρk(c))i,j|2(4.22)

≤ 1

N
(|ρk(cyxa)i,j|+ |ρk(c)i,j|)2

≤ 4

N
,

where P(ρk, i, j) is the probability of observing the state |ρk, i, j〉. Although the choice of
basis may result in probability distributions of states which depend on a, if N is very large,
the above inequalities show that the probabilities will always be very flat.

In [19], it is shown that the optimal positive operator valued measurement (POVM) to
determine a from a single DCP sample exists and is given by the the pretty good measurement
(PGM). Also, the optimal measurement has success probability

(4.23) Psuccess =
2

N

(

1− 1

2N

)

.

Theorem 4.24. The standard algorithm for DHSP cannot implement the optimal measure-
ment using one coset sample.

Proof. This follows because (4.22) and (4.23) are incompatible. �

5. Dihedral coset sampling

In the standard HSP algorithm, after the first step we are left with random coset samples as
in (4.4). In the case of G = DN , the dihedral group of order n, and H = Ha = 〈yxa〉, this is
explicitly of the form

1

|H|
∑

h∈H
|ch〉 = 1√

2
(|c〉+ |cyxa〉)(5.1)

=
1√
2

(

|yβxα〉+ |yβxαyxa〉
)

=

{

1√
2
(|xα〉+ |yxa−α〉) if β = 0

1√
2
(|xa−α〉+ |yxα〉) if β = 1

where c = yβxα.

Remark 5.2. The second case is reduced to the first by the transformation α→ a−α if this
transformation leaves the distribution of α invariant.

Given samples of the form

(5.3) ψa = ψa;α =
1√
2

(

|xα〉+ |yxa−α〉
)

,

the dihedral coset problem (DCP) is the problem of finding generators for the hidden sub-
group H = Ha. The states ψa = ψa;α are called DCP samples for a.

9



For HSP samples produced from the standard algorithm, where α is from the uniform dis-
tribution, we may view HSP samples as DCP samples by Remark 5.2.

Remark 5.4. We can encode a DCP sample ψa;α as

1√
2
(|0〉|α〉+ |1〉|a− α〉).

Using the fact that yxα = x−αy, this can be encoded (after negating a) as

1√
2
(|0〉|α〉+ |1〉|a+ α〉),

which is another commonly used form used in the literature, especially in the context of the
‘hidden shift problem’.

6. Other approaches to DHSP and DCP

6.1. Subexponential algorithms. The first row of (4.18) can be encoded as

1√
2N

∑

k

(

ωαk
N |k〉|0〉+ ω

(a−α)k
N |k〉|1〉

)

=
1√
N

∑

k

ωαk
N ⊗ 1√

2

(

|0〉+ ωak
N |1〉

)

.

Measuring the first register yields samples of the form

|Ψk〉 =
1√
2

(

|0〉+ ωak
N |1〉

)

,(6.1)

where k is known from the measurement.

Let N = 2t for simplicity and m = ⌈
√
t− 1⌉. The idea behind the subexponential algorithm

in [17] is to combine states of the form (6.1). In particular, we see that

|Ψp〉|Ψq〉 =
1√
2
(|Ψp+q〉|0〉+ ωaq

N |Ψp−q〉|1〉) .(6.2)

If p and q have the same mj least significant bits, then p± q strictly increases the number
of least significant bits p and q share.

With sufficiently many samples of the form Ψp which have mj common least significant
bits, it is shown in [17] that combining the states as in (6.2) produces enough states with
m(j + 1) common least significant bits. Thus, sieving from enough samples at the outset,
we eventually produce states of the form

Ψ2t−1 = |0〉+ (−1)a|1〉
which are sufficient to determine the parity of a. It is shown in [17] that the above method

yields an algorithm which requires 2O(
√
logN) time, space, and queries. In [21], a modi-

fied algorithm is given which requires 2O(
√
logN log logN) time and poly(logN) space. Further

improvements and generalizations can be found in [18].

Remark 6.3. In [17], it is shown that HSP for D2t reduces to determining the parity of a.
10



6.2. Query complexity. In [7], it is shown that a polynomial number of HSP samples is
sufficient to recover Ha using exponential time post-processing. A related result in [8] using
different methods shows the HSP problem in a general finite group has polynomial quantum
query complexity.

Transposing i↔ j, and applying a Hadamard gate to the state in (4.18), gives the state

(6.4)
1√
2

(

1 1
1 −1

)

(

ωαk
N ω

(a−α)k
N

ω
−(a−α)k
N ω−αk

N

)

=
1√
2

(

ωαk
N (1 + ω−ak

N ) ω−αk
N (1 + ωak

N )
ωαk
N (1− ω−ak

N ) ω−αk
N (1− ωak

N )

)

.

The probability of observing the first row is

(6.5)
1

2n
(1 + cos(2πak/N)) =

1

n
cos2(πak/N).

For the second row, it is

(6.6)
1

2n
(1− cos(2πak/N)) =

1

n
sin2(πak/N).

We are now in the situation of [7] and can apply the post-processing algorithm described
(which is exponential in time) to determine a with high probability, for large N .

6.3. Relation to the subset sum problem. Given x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ (Z/NZ)m and
r ∈ Z/NZ, the problem of finding b ∈ {0, 1}m such that b · x = r is called the subset sum
problem over Z/NZ.

The vector b corresponds to specifying a subset of the x1, . . . , xm that sum to r. Denote by

Sx
r = {b ∈ {0, 1}m : b · x = r}

the set of subset sums for (x, r).

If such a b exists, then (x, r) is called a legal instance. In the decision version of the subset
sum problem, the problem is to determine whether a given (x, r) is a legal instance.

In [21], it is shown that the ability to efficiently find an element b ∈ Sx
r for a large frac-

tion of legal instances gives an efficient algorithm to solve DHSP. Furthermore, [1] shows
that the ability to quantum sample from Sx

r allows one to efficiently implement an optimal
measurement to determine a from m DCP samples.

The subset sum problem over Z is known to be an NP-complete problem. Since one can
reduce the subset sum problem over Z to the subset sum problem over Z/NZ, by choosing
a large enough modulus N , it follows that the subset sum problem over Z/NZ is also NP-
complete.

6.4. Optimal measurements. It is shown in [9] that efficient elimination observables do
not exist for the dihedral group. Further results can be found in [1]. In particular, let

ν = m/ log2N

be the density defined in [1].
11



It is shown in [1, Theorem 2] that if ν > 1+4/ log2N , the probability of determining a using
the optimal measurement on m DCP samples is ≥ 1/8. Furthermore, for any N and m, the
probability of determining a is

(6.7) ≤ 2m/N = 2(ν−1) log
2
N ,

which is exponentially small in log2N for any fixed ν < 1, and gives a trivial upper bound
when ν ≥ 1.

More general results on optimal measurements to distinguish conjugate hidden subgroups in
certain groups can be found in [19].

In [1], the success probability of the optimal measurement is determined to

pm,N =
1

2mNm+1

∑

x∈(Z/NZ)m





∑

r∈Z/NZ

√

ηxr





2

,

where ηxr := |Sx
r |.

Remark 6.8. For example, let m = 2, N = 2m, and ν = 1. Computer calculations show that
pm,N ≈ 0.6665. On the other hand, we saw in Remark 4.11 that we can achieve a success
probability of ≈ 0.9892 for m = 2 in the cyclic group case.

In [19], it is shown that the optimal POVM measurement to determine a from m DCP
samples exists and is given by the PGM. The theorem of Naimark states that a POVM
measurement on a system can be realized by augmenting the system with ancilla registers,
applying a unitary operator, and then a PVM measurement on the ancilla. Seen in this light,
the result in [7] implies that the success probability of the optimal measurement is > 1− 1

2N
if ν > 89, though no efficient implementation is known.

Remark 6.9. In the classical world, if we have a probabilistic algorithm that succeeds with
probability > 1

2
, we can run the algorithm multiple times on the same input to make the

success probability arbitrarily close to 1. In the quantum world, we cannot in general reuse
inputs which are quantum states, so running the quantum algorithm multiple times requires
more quantum samples, unless one can clone the input samples. However, we will see in the
last section that for some problems such as DCP, cloning the input samples is essentially
equivalent to solving the original problem.

7. A probabilistic no-go result for DCP

First, a unitary no-go result for DCP.

Theorem 7.1. There is no unitary operation to compute the value of a into a register from
a list of DCP samples for a.

Proof. Suppose there is a unitary operator U which has the effect

(7.2) U |A〉|ψ1
a〉 · · · |ψm

a 〉|0〉 = |Σa(ψa)〉|a〉
for every a. That is, U takes takes a list of DCP samples for fixed but unknown a, a blank
initialization state |0〉, and an ancilla state |A〉, and then computes a into the blank register.

12



For any other b 6= a, we must also have

(7.3) U |A〉|ψ1
b 〉 · · · |ψm

b 〉|0〉 = |Σb(ψb)〉|b〉.

There are choices of ψi
c for i = 1, . . . , m such that

(7.4) 〈ψi
a|ψi

b〉 =
1

2

for all a 6= b and i = 1, . . .m. To see this, recall the states

ψa =
1√
2

(

|xα〉+ |yxa−α〉
)

,

ψb =
1√
2

(

|xβ〉+ |yxb−β〉
)

,

have possible inner product 〈ψa|ψb〉 ∈
{

0, 1
2
, 1
}

, and there are choices of ψa and ψb such that

(7.5) 〈ψa|ψb〉 6= 0, 1,

for instance, if a 6= b and a− α = b− β or α = β. In particular, taking

ψi
c = |xc〉+ |yx0〉

for c ∈ Z/NZ satisfies (7.4).

Taking the inner product of (7.2) and (7.3), we obtain

(7.6) 〈ψ1
a|ψ1

b 〉 · · · 〈ψm
a |ψm

b 〉 = 〈Σa(ψa)|Σb(ψb)〉〈a|b〉 = 0,

a contradiction as we have shown there are choices of ψi
a and ψi

b making the left hand side
of (7.6) non-zero.

�

We will give yet another proof of Theorem 7.1 in Theorem 8.14. The proof of Theorem 7.1
mirrors the proof of the no cloning theorem [24] and precludes unitary operations, but not
more general quantum algorithms, which may allow for approximate outputs, probabilistic
processes, or post-processing. Indeed, computing the exact value of a into a register is
rather strong: even in the finite cyclic group case, the standard algorithm only determines
a generator for the hidden subgroup using a process of the type given in Theorem 4.16.

The following is a probabilistic no-go result for DCP based on modifying the proof of the
unitary no-go result for DCP.

Theorem 7.7. The problem of determining a, given a list of m DCP samples for unknown
a, is not unitarily solvable with a success parameter independent of a that is ≥ 1− 1

9
· 2−2m.

Proof. To ease notation, we let

ψa = |ψ1
a〉 · · · |ψm

a 〉,(7.8)

ψb = |ψ1
b 〉 · · · |ψm

b 〉.(7.9)

13



Suppose there is a unitary operator U which has the effect

U |A〉|ψ1
a〉 · · · |ψm

a 〉|0〉 = |Σa(ψa)〉|a〉+
∑

c 6=a

|Σc(ψa)〉|c〉,(7.10)

U |A〉|ψ1
b 〉 · · · |ψm

b 〉|0〉 = |Σb(ψb)〉|b〉+
∑

c 6=b

|Σc(ψb)〉|c〉,(7.11)

where

|Σa(ψa)|2 ≥ 1− 2−δ,(7.12)

|Σb(ψb)|2 ≥ 1− 2−δ,

and δ is to be chosen.

Because of (7.12), we have that
∑

c 6=a

|Σc(ψa)|2 < 2−δ,(7.13)

∑

c 6=b

|Σc(ψb)|2 < 2−δ.

Taking the inner product of (7.10) and (7.11), we obtain

〈ψ1
a|ψ1

b 〉 · · · 〈ψm
a |ψm

b 〉 ≤ |〈Σa(ψa)|Σa(ψb)〉|+ |〈Σb(ψa)|Σb(ψb)〉|+
∑

c 6=a,b

|〈Σc(ψa)|Σc(ψb)〉|
(7.14)

≤ |〈Σa(ψa)|Σa(ψb)〉|+ |〈Σb(ψa)|Σb(ψb)〉|+ 2−δ

≤ 2−δ + 2 · 2−δ/2

< 3 · 2−δ,

using Cauchy-Schwartz repeatedly. Arrange the left most side of (7.14) to be 2−m as in (7.5)
and we see that choosing δ ≥ 2 (m+ log2 3) gives a contradiction to the above inequality. �

Remark 7.15. At fixed ν = m/ log2N , Theorem 7.7 gives an upper bound on the success
parameter of

(7.16) 1− 2−2(ν log
2
N+log

2
3) = 1− 1

9
N−2ν .

Although the bound in (7.16) seems far from optimal (see Remark 6.8), it is still stronger
than trivial bounds which result from (6.7) [1, Theorem 2] or [19] when ν ≥ 1.

8. Quantum cloning and DCP

In this section, we explain a connection between DCP and quantum cloning. Although the
topics in this section are not needed for the results of the previous section, the connection
with quantum cloning helped motivate the proofs of the previous section, so we have included
it for completeness.
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By copying a state |ψ〉, we mean forming the composite state |A〉|ψ〉|0〉 for a blank initial-
ization state |0〉 and ancilla state |A〉, and applying a quantum algorithm to produce the
state |Σ(ψ)〉|ψ〉|ψ〉.
The no cloning theorem asserts that there is no unitary operation which can copy a general
unknown quantum state. However, if the states are chosen from a known set of mutually
orthogonal states, it is well known that cloning is possible, as shown for completeness in the
following proposition.

Proposition 8.1. Let |ψa;1〉, . . . , |ψa;m〉 be a set of mutually orthogonal states which depend
on a parameter a. Suppose |ψ〉 = |ψa,i〉 for some index i (which is unknown).

If the value of a is known, then there is a unitary operation which copies |ψ〉.

Proof. First note that we can copy any state |i〉 of the computational basis. Start with

|i〉|0〉 = |in〉 . . . |i0〉|0〉 . . . |0〉,
where we have encoded the last two registers into n qubits, for n large enough.

Applying a CNOT gate to the jth and (j +n+1)th qubits |ij〉|0〉 produces |ij〉|ij〉 for every
j. Hence, we can produce the state

|in〉 . . . |i0〉|in〉 . . . |i0〉 = |i〉|i〉.

Now, encode a unitary operator Ua which has the effect

Ua|ψa;i〉 = |i〉.
Starting with

|ψa;i〉|0〉,
apply Ua to the first register to obtain

|i〉|0〉.
Copy the state |i〉 to obtain

|i〉|i〉.
Applying U−1

a to both registers gives

|ψa;i〉|ψa;i〉.
�

Later we will need a slightly stronger version of Proposition 8.1.

Proposition 8.2. Let |ψa;1〉, . . . , |ψa;m〉 be a set of mutually orthogonal states which depend
on a parameter a and assume we can encode a unitary operator T such that T |a〉|ψa;i〉 =
|a〉|i〉.
Suppose |ψ〉 = |ψa;i〉 for some index i (which is unknown). If we have the value of a in a
register, then there is a unitary operation which copies |ψ〉.
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Proof. Starting with

|a〉|ψa,i〉|0〉|0〉,
apply T to obtain

|a〉|i〉|0〉|0〉.
Copy the states |a〉 and |i〉 to obtain

|a〉|i〉|a〉|i〉.
Applying T−1 to both pairs of registers gives

|a〉|ψa,i〉|a〉|ψa,i〉.
which we can permute to obtain

|a〉|ψa,i〉|ψa,i〉|a〉.
�

Proposition 8.3. If we can copy any given DCP sample

(8.4) ψa;α =
1√
2

(

|xα〉+ |yxa−α〉
)

,

to produce a state of the form

(8.5) ψa;α ⊗ ψa;α =
1√
2

(

|xα〉+ |yxa−α〉
)

⊗ 1√
2

(

|xα〉+ |yxa−α〉
)

,

then we can determine the value of a from DCP samples for a.

If a is known, then we can copy any given DCP sample for a using a unitary operation.

Proof. Given samples of the form (8.5), we measure both registers, and with probability 1/2
we obtain

(8.6) |xα〉|yxa−α〉 or |yxa−α〉|xα〉.
The sum of the observed exponents of the two registers gives a.

If a is known, then DCP samples for a,

ψa;α =
1√
2

(

|xα〉+ |yxa−α〉
)

,

are chosen from a set of mutually orthogonal states depending on the parameter a. By
Proposition 8.1, for each sample of the form (8.4) we can copy it to produce a sample of the
form (8.5). �

Remark 8.7. Copying a DCP sample up to parity would allow one to determine the parity
of a and vice versa.

Theorem 8.8. If a is unknown, there is no unitary operation, which from a list of DCP
samples for a, copies an additional DCP sample for the same a, while leaving the list of DCP
samples alone.
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Proof. Suppose there is a unitary operator U which transforms

(8.9) U |A〉|ψ1
a〉 · · · |ψm

a 〉|ψa〉|0〉 = |Σa(ψa)〉|ψ1
a〉 · · · |ψm

a 〉|ψa〉|ψa〉,
where ψa = ψa;α = 1√

2
(|xα〉+ |yxa−α〉) is a DCP sample for a fixed, and α randomly chosen

for each such state. We are supposing U performs the above operation for any (unknown)
a. Thus, we also have that

U |A〉|ψ1
b 〉 · · · |ψm

b 〉|ψb〉|0〉 = |Σb(ψb)〉|ψ1
b 〉 · · · |ψm

b 〉|ψb〉|ψb〉.(8.10)

for any other b.

Taking the inner product of both sides of (8.9) and (8.10) we deduce

(8.11) 〈ψ1
a|ψ1

b 〉 · · · 〈ψm
a |ψm

b 〉〈ψa|ψb〉 = 〈ψ1
a|ψ1

b 〉 · · · 〈ψm
a |ψm

b 〉〈ψa|ψb〉2〈Σa(ψa)|Σb(ψb)〉.
However, there are choices of ψi

a, ψ
i
b for i = 1, . . . , m, and ψa, ψb which do not satisfy (8.11)

from (7.5).

We may thus suppose without loss of generality that 〈ψi
a|ψi

b〉 6= 0, 1 for all i = 1, . . . , N , and
hence (8.11) becomes

〈ψa|ψb〉 = 〈ψa|ψb〉2〈Σa(ψa)|Σb(ψb)〉.
We obtain a contradiction again by choosing ψa and ψb so that 〈ψa|ψb〉 6= 0, 1 as then

|〈ψa|ψb〉| =
1

2
,(8.12)

|〈ψa|ψb〉2〈Σa(ψa)|Σb(ψb)〉| ≤
1

4
.(8.13)

�

The following is another proof of Theorem 7.1 using the connection with quantum cloning.

Theorem 8.14. There is no unitary operation to compute the value of a into a register from
a list of DCP samples for a.

Proof. Suppose there is a unitary operator U which has the effect

(8.15) U |A〉|ψ1
a〉 · · · |ψm

a 〉|0〉 = |Σa(ψa)〉|a〉.
That is, U takes takes a list of DCP samples for fixed but unknown a, a blank initialization
state |0〉, and an ancilla state |A〉, and then computes a into the blank register.

Using an additional blank register and copying |a〉, there is a unitary operator U ′ with the
effect

(8.16) U ′|A〉|ψ1
a〉 · · · |ψm

a 〉|0〉|0〉 = |Σa(ψa)|a〉|a〉.
Use U−1 and permute |a〉 and |0〉 to obtain

(8.17) |A〉|ψ1
a〉 · · · |ψm

a 〉|a〉|0〉.

Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume the unitary operator U has the effect

U |A〉|ψ1
a〉 · · · |ψm

a 〉|0〉 = |A〉|ψ1
a〉 · · · |ψm

a 〉|a〉.
17



That is, U takes takes a list of DCP samples for fixed but unknown a, a blank initialization
state |0〉, and an ancilla state |A〉, and then computes a into the blank register, while leaving
the list of DCP samples alone.

Now, note that DCP samples ψa;α can be encoded using two registers as

1√
2
(|0〉|α〉+ |1〉|a− α〉).

The unitary operator V which sends

V |a〉|0〉|α〉 = |a〉|0〉|α〉,
V |a〉|1〉|α〉 = |a〉|1〉|a− α〉,

will have the effect

V |a〉|ψa;α〉 = |a〉 1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉) |α〉.

Using a Hadamard gate, we can encode a unitary operator U0 such that

U0
1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉) |α〉 = |0〉|α〉

U0
1√
2
(|0〉 − |1〉) |α〉 = |1〉|α〉

Then the unitary operator (I ⊗ U0)V has the effect

(I ⊗ U0)V |a〉|ψa;α〉 = |a〉|0〉|α〉.

We can thus apply Proposition 8.2 to copy an additional DCP sample for the same a using a
unitary operation, while leaving the list of DCP samples alone. This contradicts Theorem 8.8.

�
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